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     The quality of light on Ibiza is unique in all the world. 

Last week we witnessed the perfect sunset at Benirras 

beach, even as the full moon was rising just across the 

horizon. The blend of light makes the skin glow. 

     Ibiza weather is perfect right now--brilliant blue skies, 

radiant sunshine, and soft summer breezes that soothe the 

skin and calm the soul.  

     The secret to enjoying this lovely place is to leave 

your mind behind. Here it is easier to live in the world of 

the senses, and thereby to transcend them. Everywhere 

you go you will meet people that want to make your visit 

memorable. We recommend that you check out the 

summer and fall calendar to find the course you need in 

this wonderful season.  
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United We Stand 

 
       When people play together they don’t have to spend their 

lives working alone. We just completed our annual writing 

course. The participants that work together will have books 

printed by spring. Those books will earn them a lot of respect. 

And entrepreneurs that have written books can easily double 

their incomes.  

     That kind of collaboration is rare. Too many people have a 

tendency to block one another and waste each other’s time. It 

isn’t that people are envious or mean. At the core we are all 

sweet, generous human beings. The problem is that our schools 

taught us to compete for grades and prizes, and then fight against 

each other for the best jobs. Such barbaric practices have 

overridden our natural instinct to cooperate.   

     If you try to write a book alone, you will fail. If you try to 

conduct projects on your own, you won’t get very far. The 

entrepreneurs and coaches that succeed are the ones that learn to 

assist one another. It’s all a matter of trust. You can rehabilitate 

your natural trust by playing business games in which everybody 

wins.  

  

  

 

The Sage Difference 
      
       Sage University is the first of a new kind of university. 

First, we show our students how to get their way with 

appreciation. Then we make the learning process really 

fun. And finally, we put people skills first. Every course 

we offer is designed to make your life better. That is why 

our graduates can earn a good income by doing what they 

love.  

      Here you can earn a degree in entrepreneurship, 

relationship, salesmanship or leadership. Other universities 

teach history and theory. We prepare you for your career 

by teaching the skills that actually get things done. Then 

our coaches continue to assist your throughout your career. !

August 2011 

On Writing Well 
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      Where does the time go? Someone reminded me this week 

that it was exactly 9 years ago that I attended my first event 

with Sage University. I was assisting in the kid camp in the 

Sage Theater on Times Square. Martin invited me to a course, 

and that was the beginning of a very exciting life and career.  

   One of the most important questions we can ask ourselves is 

“Where will I be 5 years from now—or 10 years from now?” 

We know that we will be older. But where will we be living? 

How will we earn our living? Will we be alone? Will we be 

happy? 

      Words can’t answer those questions. What happens 

tomorrow depends on choices we make and actions we take 

today. Life is meant to be an exciting adventure. Finding your 

adventure means taking risks. If you love, you might get hurt. 

If you choose to go beyond your beliefs and escape your 

culture you might lose a lot of familiar friends. You might look 

bad in the eyes of others.  I made those kinds of choices, and I 

am so glad that I did. Now I choose to press on toward my own 

kind of success. 

!

WHAT’S NEW 
Calendar 2012 

 

 Here is an interesting game. Make a list of 

everything and everyone that holds you. List the 

people, events, belongings, feelings, agreements, 

and habits that keep you on the hamster wheel. 

Then rate each one on a scale of 1 to 10 according 

to how much aliveness it brings you.  

Then list all the things you want. Describe the 

toys, travel, experiences, clothes, and adventures. 

Then notice which of the attachments from the first 

list you would have to let go in order to make space 

for the adventure to begin.  

Most people only live in a memory. But it is 

easier than you think to step into the unknown and 

to create a new, vivid life.  

 

The Mayan calendar ends in 2012. The 

new Sage Calendar begins in 2012. You can 

see it by checking our website today. If you 

need changes in the schedule you can contact 

us within the next two weeks to let us know 

what is important to you. At that point we will 

post the final draft.                 . 

     We already offer the lowest tuition and the 

cheapest room rates. By selecting your 2012 

events early and booking your flights now you 

can blend a year of holidays and education at 

great savings. 

 

Greeting from Mia Sage 
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Diversity Training 

  

      You want to earn more money for fewer hours. You want 

reliable clients that give you the respect you deserve. You 

want clients that pay premium prices and automatically 

renew their contracts every year. In short, you want to train 

middle sized and large companies that can provide you the 

security you need.  

      That is why you should come to the Diversity Training 

that takes place in the last week in August. We have plenty of 

experience and years of success with large and small 

companies, and we want to share our skills with you. If you 

are ready to jump to the next level, be sure to sign up now for 

this event.  

 

 How To Talk to Men  

The 6-Day Trainer’s Course 
 
      It only takes six days of training to learn how to 

deliver the How to Talk to Men course. By attending this 

course on Ibiza you begin the process of becoming one of 

the most exciting trainers in the field today.  

      No other relationship course can move people like 

this. Attending this class qualifies you to sponsor the 

course and to co-train with our experienced coaches.  

      It takes an additional 24 days of training to become 

fully certified as an independent trainer for this dynamic 

course. In only a few weeks you will have the skills you 

need to conduct How to Talk to Men in your area, or to 

earn an excellent income for taking the class to cities 

throughout the world. Call or E-mail for information. 

 

      To create an exciting new life you have to create an exciting 

new game. The Coaching Game is 6-days of intense challenge 

in mastering the art of professional coaching. Now, for the first 

time, this amazing course is available in Austin Texas—this 

month. Now you can train directly with Sage University without 

flying to Spain.  

      If you intend to be a life coach or business coach, we can 

show you how. If you intend to start up your own business or 

inspire people to work with you, we have the best method.   

      The Coaching Game offers 6 days of teaching, training and 

rehearsal in the people skills that you need to bring out the best 

in other people. 

     Who needs a boring job when you can learn the skills you 

need to open your own practice? Professional coaches earn 

respect and they earn a good living. To be the best you have to 

learn from the best, so take this rare opportunity to join us  

August 15-20 in Austin, Texas for this exciting event.   

 

Learn Professional Coaching in Austin 

The Feminine Mystique - Munich 
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Self-Actualization--Relationship  

Ibiza 
(September 24-30) 

This is the last chance to attend Self-Actualization at the current low price. 

Single and lonely, or married and bored? 

 

      In our hearts we know that love is the most wonderful experience that people can share. But the current 

structures of relationship don’t work for anybody. That is why we are so excited to introduce an all new 

version of Self-Actualization that is specialized in freeing you from all the cultural limitations and pain 

connected to love and marriage. This is where you come to open your heart and to learn how to fulfill the 

desire of your life force by writing your own rules. 

      The old sexual contract is obsolete. You will need unusual honesty and clarity to create a sexual 

partnership and family system that can work in these times. No matter how many relationship books you have 

read or how many courses you have taken, you have never seen or heard anything like this.  

      Human beings are wild creatures. To domesticate them is to rob them of love and aliveness. You can’t 

own another human. Nor can another human own you. Fully living your life in a relationship has been nearly 

impossible in the past. You were supposed to play a role that is completely at odds with your human nature.  

      You are still that same radiant, loving person you were as a small child. The only way to release all the 

energy and joy locked up inside of you is to shatter the cage of guilt and shame that make you hold back. You 

might not want to bring your Mom or your priest to this course. We are going to tell it like it is—without 

regard for culture or tradition.  

     When you try to fit in and to please everybody, your self-doubt drags down your vitality. When you are 

frustrated and lonely you unconsciously block others from giving you their energy. No one wants to live with 

you when you are like that. Living life fully requires your total commitment and belief in your innate 

goodness. You are just as magnificent as a lion in the jungle or a dolphin in the sea. The only difference is that 

noisy voice in your head and that painful constriction in your chest that make you feel small despite all the 

evidence to the contrary. 

     You are a wondrous work of nature and your love is the very expression of divine beauty and grace. There 

are plenty of other people out there that want to share that with you. The only one that doesn’t seem to know 

that is you.  

     Self-Actualization--Relationship reveals the dark side of enculturation. You will see how false authorities 

made you feel bad about yourself so they could enslave you for the factory and the military. When you meet 

your inner self and learn to accept the animus or anima—the animal nature--you begin to unwind years of 

stress and tension that have blocked your mental, emotional, and sexual self-expression.  You begin to howl. 

     God wants you to be rich and happy and sexually alive. If you are ready to stop fighting against your 

sacred/sexual nature, put aside a full week to spend with us on Ibiza so that we can rock your world. 

 

 

Here are your choices:  

 

Live alone and suffer— 

Spend your life in a bad marriage fighting like animals in a cage— 

Or discover you actual self and fulfill the loving, sensual lifestyle that you were born to live.  
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